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spheres (O’Leary 1966). Subsequently, a few attempts
were undertaken to detect a Venus H,O-ice halo anomaly
near a scattering angle of 22’(phase angle 158”), in intensity (O’Leary 1966, 1970, Ward and O ’Leary 1972) and
in polarization (Veverka 1971). Although the intensity
measurement around the 1969 inferior conjunction suggested a marginal increase by 6 % (O’Leary 1970), the
other observations failed to confirm this. They put an
upper lim it to the Venus halo anomaly of 5 % in intensity
(Ward and O ’Leary 1972) and of 0.2% in polarization
(Veverka 1971). Nevertheless, the atmospheric thermal
structure (Seiff et al. 1980, Seiff 1983) and composition
(Knollenberg et al. 1980, Esposito et al. 1983) inferred
from Pioneer Venus data still do not exclude ice crystals,
perhaps contaminated with sulfuric acid, in the upper
atmosphere. Information about the presence of such solid
particles is needed for a better insight into the atmospheric
chemistry and circulation on Venus.
Two factors stimulated us to pick up this thread again.
F irst, observations of terrestrial ice crystal halos (Konnen
and T inbergen 1991, Konnen 1992) show that polarimetry is a much more sensitive method for detecting halos
from birefringent crystals than previously anticipated; the
polarization anomaly produced by the 22’ice halo can be
more than five times larger than the previously (Lommel
Press, Inc.
1877, O ’Leary 1966) accepted value. The detectability of
a halo anomaly in a high-resolution tim e series of polarization measurements is further improved by its small width
1. INTRODUCTION
in scattering angle, rarely more than one or two degrees.
In the late sixties, halo scattering was recognized as a Second, one of us (J.T.) designed a m u ltichannel polardiagnostic for the detection of crystals in planetary atmo- imeter, the M u lti Purpose Fotometer “MPF”. W ith this
instrument we expected to obtain the Venus polarization
*Based on observations obtained at the Observatorio de1Roque de 10s with higher precision and in greater detail than earlier
observers (Dollfus and Coffeen 1970, Ververka 1971).
Muchachos, La Palma, Spain and at the European Southern Observatory
For detection of the halo anomaly in polarization, a
(ESO), La Silla, Chile.

W e report a search, at wavelengths between 402 and 850 nm, for
anomalies in the Venus polarization curve near the 22° halo scattering angle for ice crystals (phase angle 158°). Such anomalies, if present, can be interpreted as due to halo birefringence peaks. Anomalous polarization was indeed found in the scattering angle range
23-25°, at wavelengths of 622 nm and longer. The largest anomaly
was about 0.4% in degree of polarization and occurred at the longest
wavelength. The width of the anomaly was l-3° in scattering angle;
both magnitude and width varied with time. Mostly, the anomaly
consisted of a dip in polarization (as expected), but one run shows a
peak at 622 and 712 nm. One explanation of the dip is halo scattering
by H2SO4 - contaminated
ice crystals located in the upper haze layer,
but the observed deep red color of the anomaly does raise doubts
about this mechanism or its completeness. Rapid fluctuations are
superposedon the dip; they may be explained by transparency fluctuations due to moving atmospheric features at higher levels. The
anomalous peak at 622 and 712 nm requires a separate explanation;
it might be due to a transient polarized feature in the upper atmosphere, either overcompensating or obscuring the dip. The physical
nature of this feature could not be identified. To separate transient
time-dependent effects from scattering-angle effects and to develop
polarimetry into an effective remote-sensingtool for birefringent atmospheric constituents, a high-spatial-resolution (spectro-) polarimeter is required, operating from an orbiter. W e advocate equipping planetary orbiters with such polarimeters. © 1993 Academic
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between A, n and oh for an n-range covering the refraction
index of most transparent substances. Halo angles larger
than those depicted in Fig. 1 are possible, but the intensity
of very wide angle halos is low. In practice, natural crystals rarely produce refraction halos of significant intensity
at scattering angles beyond 60”.
An ice crystal (n = 1.3 1) in its common form is a hexagonal column or plate with flat ends. Its most significant halo
angle is 22”, arising from A = 60’. The light distribution
of the resulting halos depends on the preferential orientation of the crystals. The most important cases are the
following:
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-
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FIG. 1. Halo angles 8,, is as a function of the refraction angle A and
the index of refraction n.

time series of high quality is required. The reasons are the
small width of the peak and the fact that the scattering
angle changes by 1.8”/day when Venus is near the halo
scattering angle. The time series must extend over several
days and almost any day in it is indispensible. At several
Venus inferior conjunction years from 1983 to 1988, we
made attempts to obtain such a time series. On the last
occas ion, all 12 channels of the MPF were operational,
yielding multiwavelength data with some redundancy and
in a near-perfect time series.
In this paper we report the results of our campaigns.
Sections 2 and 3 discuss some facts concerning Venus
halos and halo polarization. Section 4 presents the techniques of measurement, Section 5 the observational results. The results are discussed and interpreted in Section
6. Section 7 summarizes our conclusions.
2. LIGHT

DISTRIBUTIONS

1. Randomly oriented crystals. In the Earth’s atmosphere these give rise to a colored circle around the Sun,
called “the” 22” halo. If the Venus atmosphere contains
such crystals, they will give rise to a halo anomaly in
intensity and polarization. This anomaly would show up
over the whole crescent, from any place where ice crystals
are found. It may be detected when Venus passes through
the halo angle (Fig. 2), which happens about 10 days
before and after inferior conjunction.
2. Ice crystals with their principal axis (C-axis) preferentially oriented horizontally. On Earth these give rise to
what are called the tangent arcs to the 22” halo, at its
highest and lowest point. For Venus they would cause a
halo signal near places where the Venus gravity vector is
in the plane of scattering. Hence, tangent arc scattering
from Venus would be visible only near the equatorial
portion of the crescent.
3. Ice crystals with the C-axis preferentially vertically
oriented. On Earth these generate the parhelia, bright
spots located somewhat outside the azimuthal extremes
of the 22’ halo. For Venus, parhelion scattering would be
visible only near the poles of the crescent, where the
Venus gravity vector makes a right angle with the scattering plane.

OF VENUS HALOS

Scattering of light by crystals gives rise to phenomena
called halos. The theory and the characteristics of terrestrial ice crystal halos have been extensively discussed in
the literature (see e.g., M innaert 1954, Greenler 1980,
Kijnnen 1985, Tape, in preparation). An important subset
are the refraction halos, arising from light rays which
pass through the crystals without internal reflections. For
these, the halo angle oh is given by the well-known m inim u m deviation formula for a prism:
A
= n sin-,
2
where A is the angle between the refracting crystal faces
and y1the index of refraction. Figure 1 shows the relation
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FIG. 2. Halo sea.ttering due to refraction from two prism faces of
hexagonal ice may be detected when the Venus scattering angle is around
22”. If the crystals are randomly oriented, halo light may come from the
entire Venus crescent. Halo scattering by crystals with a horizontally
oriented C-axis (tangent arc scattering) wil be visible only near the
equatorial part of the Venus crescent. If the C-axis is vertically oriented
(parhelion scat.tering), the halo signal will be located only near the poles
of the Venus crescent (not explored in our measurements).
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To reach a definite assessment about the presence or
absence of a given crystal, at least the three above-mentioned cases have to be investigated. Equator-only observations like ours can only detect crystals in orientation
mode 1 or 2 with no information about their relative contribution.
3. HALO POLARIZATION

Birefringence of ice crystals results in strong polarization of the inner edge of refraction halos. A general theory
of this feature has been published elsewhere (Konnen and
Tinbergen 1991). In this section we apply it to the 22” ice
halo. For that halo the optical crystal axis (the C-axis) is
parallel to both refracting faces. Hence, the m inimum
deviation rays (see the insert of Fig. 1) cross the optical
axis at a right angle and therefore this axis is perpendicular
to the scattering plane if the refracting faces are in m inim u m deviation configuration. These facts simplify the
theory considerably.
The strong polarization arises because the halo consists
of two completely polarized components, mutually
shifted. The reason is the polarization dependence of ~1.
Light vibrating parallel to the optical axis is subject to
the extraordinary index of refraction y2,, light vibrating
perpendicularly to that axis is subject to the ordinary one,
n,. For ice, ~1,- ~2,= 0.0014 (Hobbs 1974) and thus the
halo due to ordinary refraction is slightly shifted toward
smaller scattering angles (Eq. (1)). Maximum polarization
occurs in the region where the intensity of the halo
changes fastest with scattering angle. This occurs near the
halo angle. The relative shift of the two polarized halo
components results in a narrow peak in the halo polarization. This “birefringence peak” of the halo is centered at
the polarization-averaged halo angle.
An important parameter for the calculation of the polarization is he,, which is the halo angle for polarization
perpendicular to the plane of scattering m inus that for
polarization parallel to it. Its sign depends on the position
of the optical axis with respect to the scattering plane
and is positive for the 22O halo. This implies that the
polarization of the inner 22’ halo component and hence
that of the birefringence peak is in the plane of scattering.
The value of Aoh can be found from the first derivative of
Eq. (l), yielding
A0 = 76”(n, - r-z,>= 0.11”.
h

(2)

Aeh shows a slight wavelength dependence. In the range
of 400-850 nm, n, - n, varies by 10% (Hobbs 1974) and
A0, behaves accordingly. The temperature dependence of
Aeh is very small: at 85 K n, - n, is lower than at melting
point by 5.5%, whereas above 170 K n, - n, is constant
within 0.4% (Kahane 1962).
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In the geometric optical approximation the intensity
distribution of halos generated by isotropic crystals and
by a point source of light is characterized by a jump
from zero to its maximum value at the halo angle. In the
birefringent case the maximum is reached in two jumps,
occurring at the two respective halo angles. Between
these jumps only one of the polarized components is visible, resulting in a steep birefringence peak, of width Aeh.
Its intensity and its second Stokes parameter Q are equal
and amount to about half the maximum halo intensity,
while its third Stokes parameter U is zero; the plane of
reference of (Q, U) is the scattering plane. For many
halos, including the 22’ ice crystal halo, the polarization
outside the region of the birefringence peak can be neglected.
In reality both the halo intensity and the birefringence
peak are smoothed by the solar disk and by diffraction.
The maximum intensity Zu is still approximately the same
as that in geometrical optics, while the second Stokes
parameter at the maximum of the birefringence peak Qu ,
becomes (Kdnnen and Tinbergen 1991)

(3)
H

l

Here 01,2is half the F W H M of the smoothing function.
Expressed in degrees

e*
l/2

5

=
(

A* + (1/2s)*.
a

(4)

J

The first term of Eq. (4) represents the effect of diffraction, in which h is the wavelength and a is the slitwidth in
the cloud of crystals that contributes most to the halo
intensity (Konnen 1992); for 22” halo scattering, the relation between the slitwidth a and the diameter d of a hexagonal face of the ice crystal is d = 2.6a. The second term
of Eq. (4) represents solar disk smearing, where s is the
semidiameter of the Sun (0.37”as seen from Venus). From
Eqs. (2)-(4) one finds for a 22” ice halo on Venus that
QH 5 O.lOZu,

(3

in which the equal sign refers to very large crystals (zero
diffraction).
We consider the Venus degree of polarization P. Following the usual convention, the degree of polarization is
P= - Q/Z, which is negative for polarization in the plane of
scattering. A Venus halo will be superposed on a polarized
background of intensity I, and second Stokes parameter
Qa . We define the Venus background degree of polarization by P, = QB/Za. A Venus halo results in a deviation
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of P(0) from P, by maximally PH; we shall call PH the
halo anomaly. From its definition it follows that

P,EP-P,Z---/

Q
Q
Q
z, +Hr, ZH +BZB+Tfz

-- Q

I,“’

(6)

where in the last step the assumption has been made that
I, << I,. For the 22” halo, Qn > 0 and hence PH < 0. The
contribution of the halo to the planetary intensity can be
calculated from PH by substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) into
Eq. (6); its lower lim it follows from Eq. (5):
JHIZB2 10 IPHI.

(7)

The theory outlined here is formulated explicitly for the
22’ ice halo, resulting in simple expressions for Eqs. (2)
and (3). In their present form, they cannot be applied
straightforwardly to other halos. First, the sign of Aeh can
never be determined from Eq. (2), as it depends also on
the orientation of the optical axis with respect to the plane
of the m inimum deviation ray. This may differ for different
halos arising from the same crystal. For instance, for the
46” ice halo (A = 90”), the optical axis is in the plane of
the m inimum deviation ray, resulting in A& < 0. Hence,
the polarization of its birefringent peak is reversed with
respect to that of the 22” halo, in spite of the fact that
the inner halo component is in both cases the ordinary
refracted one. Second, if the optical axis is inclined to
the m inimum deviation ray, the absolute value of A8h is
smaller than suggested by the analogue of Eq. (2) for the
halo under consideration. This is because now the index
of refraction acting on the extraordinary ray is not n, , but
has a value closer to n, instead. This situation also applies
to the 46” halo. Third, an inclination of the optical axis
with respect to the plane of the m inimum deviation ray
results in a smaller absolute value of Qn than that of Eq.
(3). For a further discussion of these aspects, we refer
the reader to our earlier paper (Konnen and Tinbergen
1991).
4. OBSERVATIONS

We obtained time series of the linear polarization of the
equatorial portion of the Venus crescent around scattering
angle 8 = 22’ at five out of a total of six opportunities in
the inferior conjunction years 1983, 1985, and 1988 (Table
I). The quality of the runs improved with time. In 1983 we
used the ES0 polarimeter (Behr 1968), mounted on the
Dutch 90-cm telescope at La Silla, Chile. The 1985 and
1988 data were obtained at La Palma, using the l-m Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope equipped with the MPF polarimeter (Unger et al. 1988). The experimental procedure was
basically the same for all runs:
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1. Direct and singly reflected sunlight in the telescope
was kept off the primary m irror by various baffles and
screens (Konnen and Tinbergen 1988). The baffling and
vignetting geometry was kept identical with respect to the
Sun-Venus configuration for the two runs of 1988 by
operating the telescope east and west of the pier, respectively. The zero point polarization of the asymmetrically
baffled system was determined at night by observing various unpolarized first magnitude stars (Tinbergen 1979).
The orientation of the coordinate system of the polarimeter with respect to the telescope frame was determined
from observations of standard stars (Hsu and Breger 1982,
P.A. Bastiaansen, private communication 1984). In 1988
it was also determined by means of a daytime measurement of the blue sky in the zenith, at solar elevation 40”. This method yielded the same results as the
nighttime observations and proved to be much more efficient.
2. The h = 850 nm filter used in the 1988 runs had a
bandwidth of 30 nm; all other filters, 10 nm. The ES0
polarimeter was a single-wavelength polarimeter. During
the 1983 II run, we measured at two wavelengths alternately. The MPF polarimeter is capable of measuring up
to 12 wavelengths simultaneously. In 1985, 4 channels
were operational; in 1988 we used all 12, for 8 different
wavelengths, 4 of them observed twice for redundancy.
3. The Venus crescent at the 22’ halo angle configuration has a diameter of about 1 arcmin; its thickness is only
2 arcsec. The observation geometry is given in the insert
of Fig. 3. In the lo-arcsec diaphragm, projection ensures
that an area of about 2000 x 2500 km* was covered on
Venus. The sky background intensity in the lo-arcsec
diaphragm was 0.5 to 0.1 times that of Venus, while the
polarizations were both of order 1%. Some diffusely scattered sunlight in the dome caused background signal too,
its intensity and polarization depending on the dome position. Therefore each Venus observation was bracketed
between two sky observations under strictly identical conditions.
4. The observing procedure was: move dome and observe sky and Venus alternately. The sky signal was taken
at a distance of 1.5 arcmin at right angles to the direction
of the Sun. After four sky and Venus observations and a
final sky observation, the dome was moved again. Individual observations took about 2 m inutes. The Stokes parameters I, Q, U of the sky (in the instrumental coordinate
system) were interpolated and subtracted from those observed on Venus. Subsequently, Q/Z and U/Z were calculated, corrected for the system zero-point polarization,
and expressed with respect to the scattering plane. The
four individual observations were then averaged to yield
one point of -Q/Z or U/Z in our figures, corresponding to
a time resolution of about 20 m inutes and hence a resolution of 1.5 arcmin in scattering angle. Near sunset we
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TABLE I
The Venus Polarization

~~-~
Run

SCHOENMAKER,

Before/after
inferior
conjunction

Runs

Dates

Number
of days

Range in
scattering
angle

Location,
polarimeter

Number of
wavelengths

Remarks

1983 I
1983 II
1985

Before
After
After

14/8- 16/8
l/9-3/9
1314-1514

3
3
3

20.9-24.2
19.8-23.6
22.3-26.3

La Silla, Behr
La Silla, Behr
La Palma, MPF

1 (440 nm)
2 (440, 620 nm)
4 (440-790 nm)

1988 I
1988 II

Before
After

2815-416
2 l/6-26/6

7
6

18.1-31.9
18.9-29.1

La Palma, MPF
La Palma, MPF

8 (402-850 nm)
8 (402-850 nm)

used twice the number of points with half the observing
time each, to ensure proper interpolation of the rapidly
decreasing sky signal.
5. Each individual observation above consisted of 10
integrations of 5.4 set each. Each integration is one complete linear polarimetric measurement at the most basic
level; each such measurement involves a least-squares
solution for a sinusoid (polarized flux) and an offset (unpolarized flux). This multilevel combination of basic measurements gives ample opportunity to monitor the consistency of errors at these different levels. The optical
polarization modulation which gives rise to the sinusoid
is at a frequency of 100 Hz.
Table II gives the status of the MPF polarimeter during
the two 1988 runs. The standard deviation in polarization
represents the value for one point, calculated from the
four individual observations of Q/Z and U/Z. For the four
longest wavelengths it is close to that expected from photon statistics. For the shorter wavelengths, however, it is
increasingly determined by the fluctuating sky intensity.

Polarimeter
Wavelength/
FWHM bandwidth
(nm>
402/10
441/10
481/10
542/10
622/10
712/10
791/10
850/30

No. of
channels
used

22.56”
22.32”
22.13”
21.91”
21.71”
21.55”
21.43”
21.35”

No measurements on the
scheduled dates 1 l/4, 1214
No measurements on 3/6

Figure 3 shows the h = 791 nm results of run 1988
II for both -Q/Z and U/Z. The -Q/Z measurements vary
smoothly with 0, with a dip near 8 = 23”; the U/Z points
do not differ significantly from zero, as is typical for all our
measurements. The absence of any visible U/Z anomaly in
the range of the -Q/Z dip implies that the polarization
angle is not affected by the dip, within the precision of
the measurements. From now on we shall focus on the
measurements of the second Stokes parameter and express the results in P = -Q/Z.
5. RESULTS

AND ANALYSIS

Figures 4- 11 show, separately for each wavelength, the
combined results of the 1988 runs. Also shown in each
figure is a fourth-order polynomial fit to all points outside
8 = 22-26”. These curves can be considered an approximation to the Venus polarization in the absence of anomalies. We note:
1. Outside the scattering range 21-26”, the points of the

TABLE II
Specifications

Calculated”’
halo angle

Only one point on 14/8

(1988 Runs)

Standard deviatio&
in P X lo4
23 t
23 -+
26 t
41 t
622
-7 t
-3 t
423

2
3
2
6
2
2

a For temperature -3°C and averaged over polarization.
b Where two channels were used, the better of the channels is quoted here.
c wzercl and (9y Lero are the system zero point polarization in the equatorial system.

-3 + 2
6+3
8-+4
l&6
822
Ot2
452
-11 + 3
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7. In the measurements at h = 402-542 nm, there are
no clear anomalies.
- Q/I

la0
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26”

24”
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24”
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26”
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,
280

,
30”

8

FIG. 3. Polarization of Venus as a function of scattering angle 8,
measured at wavelength A = 791 nm during run 1988 II (after inferior
conjunction). We plot -QlI, U/I where Q and U are the second and third
Stokes parameter with the scattering plane as the plane of reference; I
is the intensity. 8Jice) is the 22” halo angle for pure ice. The -Q/I curve
shows a dip which may be attributed to halo scattering by contaminated
ice. Each group of points corresponds to the measurements of 1 day.
During the gaps between them, Venus was below the horizon. The insert
shows the geometry of observing.

two runs reproduce very well. This holds particularly for
the longer wavelengths. The reproducibility of the 8 = 21”
points remains an open question due to lack of 1988 I data.
2. In the 22-26’ range, there is anomalous polarization
at the four longest wavelengths.
3. If one considers only the 1988 II points (the solid
circles), an anomalous dip in the polarization is apparent
near 8 = 23’ for X = 622-850 nm. In the points of that
date, the scatter is relatively large.
4. A similar dip is visible in the 1988 I points (open
circles) for h = 791 and 850 nm. However, the dip is
broader: the 8 = 24.5” points are also low. The measurements suggest a sharp rise in the 1988 I polarization between 0 = 25’ and 8 = 26’.
5. In the 1988 I measurements of h = 712 nm, no dip is
apparent at 8 = 23”. If anything, the measurements suggest
a peak. Near 8 = 24.5’ the 1988 I polarization decreases
rapidly with scattering angle, crossing the interpolated
background within the 10 hours of 1 day’s observing.
6. In the 1988 I data for X = 622 nm, the polarization near
8 = 23’ is clearly peaked with respect to the remainder of
the scan. Near 8 = 24.5”, the 1988 I polarization drops
sharplv back to the line representing the background.

If one considers exclusively the 1988 II points, the observational conclusion from the figures could be rather
straightforward. The four longest wavelengths consistently show a dip in the polarization near 8 = 23”, becoming more and more pronounced toward the infrared. In
the points of the subsequent day, 8 = 25”, the polarization
is close to the interpolated background curve, suggesting
that the width of the dip is less than 2”.
To estimate the magnitude of this anomaly, Fig. 12
gives the difference in polarization AP between the daily
averaged 1988 II observations and the interpolated background (dashed lines in Figs. 4-l 1) for the two observation
days with 8 in the 22-26’ range. AP is represented. here
as a function of 8 - eh(ice) rather than as a function Of h,
where &(ice) is the 22” halo angle for pure ice. For all
points of a day the mean 8 is obviously the same and the
variation 8 - 8,(ice) with wavelength comes in by the
wavelength dependence of the halo angle (Eq. (1)). A (AP,
e- &(ice)) plot is a diagnostic for halo scattering under
singly scattering conditions. If the anomaly is due to halo
scattering and there is no strong wavelength-dependent
loss of light in its path through the Venus atmosphere or
through the crystals, a peak would be apparent in Fig. 12

I I

001
00
000

-0.5

L A3.u.

l

1

l
\

24”

26”

280

30”

1
J

32”

8
FIG. 4. Degree of polarization P( = -Q/1) of Venus at X = 850 nm
as a function of scattering angle 6, measured in 1988. Open circles are
before inferior conjunction (1988 I), solid circles after inferior conjunction (1988 II). P > 0 corresponds to polarization perpendicular to the
scattering plane. The standard deviation of the points is indicated separately. &*(ice) is the 22” ice crystal halo angle. The curve is a fourthorder polynomial fit to all points excluding those in the dashed part of
the curve.
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FIG. 5. As Fig. 4, for A = 791 nm. The solid circles are the -Q/1
points of Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. As Fig. 4, for h = 712 nm.

of a similar sharpness to that of the dips in the (P, 0) plots
(Figs. 4-l 1). This holds also for our situation, where the
dips are narrow and the wavelength dependence of 8, may
have caused them to shift for short wavelengths toward
the gaps in the (P, 0) plots (Venus below the horizon).
However, it is clear from Fig. 12 that the dependence of

AP on 8 - eh(ice) in no way reflects the shape of the
anomalies in the (P, 0) plots, Figs. 4-7. Instead, although
AP has been smoothed by the daily averaging procedure,
its 23 June points in Fig. 12 show a very steep increase.
Since a selection effect due to the gaps is eliminated in this
representation, this implies that the strong wavelength
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FIG. 7. As Fig. 4, for A = 622 nm.
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FIG. 8. AS Fig. 4, for h = 542 nm.
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FIG. 9. As Fig. 4, for A = 481 nm.
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FIG. 10. As Fig. 4, for X = 441 nm.

ima. In cases where the anomaly is close to such a maximum, i.e. h = 622-850 nm, this may underestimate the
background polarization and hence the magnitude of AP,
being background m inus observed polarization. Indeed,
although the open circles in Figs. 4-7 also have been used
for calculating the background curves, these observations
are near 8 = 26’ significantly above the background
curves. Second, in fitting the curves, we also used the
8 = 21”points, but it is possible that these are affected by
the anomaly; the absence of data of 1988 I near 8 = 21”
I
I
I
I
‘I’
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
’ ‘I
0
1
I prevents a check of this possibility.
The simple picture of 1988 11-a wavelength-dependent
dip, manifesting itself almost exclusively near 8 = 23”-is
complicated significantly when one considers the 1988 I
measurements, (remarks 4-6 above). At 850 and 791 nm
there is a dip, more pronounced and much broader than
in 1988 II. It manifests itself in two subsequent observing
days. The AP plot for 1988 I, Fig. 13, indicates that the
anomaly at these wavelengths is about equally strong for
both days. For both days, the magnitude of the dip decreases in a similar way with decreasing wavelength; this
decrease is even more rapid than in 1988 II. Already at
712 nm there is no dip left, the measurements at 8 = 23”
(left part of Fig. 13) suggesting a peak (AP < 0) instead.
This reversed anomaly becomes very pronounced for >i =
622 nm, in both Figs. 7 and 13. We note that 622 nm was
a doubly observed wavelength (Table II) and that the
30”
32”
28”
24”
26”
20”
22”
18”
results of the two MPF channels are indistinguishable. A
0
hint of behavior analogous to that of h = 712 and 622 nm
FIG. 11. As Fig. 4, for A = 402 nm. The vertical scale has been is apparent in the 542-nm data too.
Part of the reversed anomaly may be caused by the
compressed with respect to Figs. 4-10.

dependence of the magnitude of the anomaly is an intrinsic
property.
The magnitude of the anomaly AP in Fig. 12 ranges up
to 0.3%. However, there are reasons to assume that the
actual value is higher. First, the background polarizations
on which the values of AP are based, are calculated as
fourth-order polynomials producing rather smooth max-
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polarization varies considerably on a time scale of years
(cf. Esposito et al. 1983, Hansen and Hovenier 1974),
resulting for instance in a change of sign at h = 790 nm.
Because of this long-term variability, it is difficult to detect
small anomalies in the present plots. However, the longest
APP(%)
wavelength
of the 1985 data does indicate a decreased
0.3
and, moreover, a sharply varying polarization near 8 =
23’. Such an increased variability is also apparent in the
points of the 1988 dips, but the variations in the 1985 signal
0.1
are much more pronounced. They manifest themselves
also in the relatively large internal standard deviation of
0
the individual observations contained within one plotted
point. There is no reason to suspect the condition of the
-0.1
instrument or the experimental procedure for this one
wavelength for this day only, so that these features -seem
-0.2
1
to reflect true rapid fluctuations in the Venus polarization
-0.3 I 1
at that wavelength.
0"
1"
2"
3"
4"
We wish to stress that the observational data (particu8-8, (ice)
larly for 1988) are quite beyond all reasonable doubt,
in spite of the observational handicap of working in the
FIG. 12. Daily averages of observed polarization anomaly AP for
each of the eight wavelengths, for the period 1988 II (solid circles in daytime, close to the Sun. The telescope baffling conFigs. 4- 11). AP is the difference between the background polarization
figuration and experimental procedure remained unobtained by interpolation (dashed lines in Figs. 4-l 1) and the observachanged throughout both series, the equipment by all
tions. AP > 0 corresponds to a dip with respect to the background
tests and checks performed well, the highest precision
curves in Figs. 4-l 1. The mean scattering angle was 22.8” (June 23rd)
reached was that of photon limits, redundant channels
and 24.9” (June 24th). &(ice) is the 22” halo angle for pure ice, which
depends on wavelength. The wavelength X to which each point refers is gave identical results and, finally, the polarization angle
indicated at the top of the figure.
was as expected. We therefore claim to provide absolutely reliable evidence that the anomalous polarization observed close to the halo angle represents a real
above-mentioned underestimate of the background polar- effect.
ization, but we cannot explain it away. Apparently, the
dips in the 791-850 nm measurements are in 1988 I indeed
accompanied by a peak of similar magnitude and width at
O-6
A = 622 nm with a sharp cutoff near 8 = 24.5’.
The 1988 polarization measurements represent a dense
covering of points in a rarely observed scattering angle
0.4
range. Such data may be useful for testing multiple scattering models of the Venus atmosphere. The best representa- AP(%)
0.3
tion of the scattering by the atmospheric particles (excluding the anomalous polarization) is given by the curves of
Figs. 4 to 11 and the constants of these polynomial fits
in Table III. For visible wavelengths, the measurements
P
compare well with earlier observations near the Venus
equator (Dollfus and Coffeen 1970, Veverka 1971), but in
1
L
I
P
I
I
7.
the infrared (850 nm) our observations are higher by about
Q
-0.1
2%. Unfortunately, no comparison is possible with PioP
neer Venus (Kawabata et al. 1980) for lack of sufficient
-0.2
P
equatorial data in the scattering angle range considered
1
I
-0.3 I 1
$
1
here.
1"
2"
0"
3"
4"
The results of our earlier runs are displayed in Figs. 14
e-e, (ice)
and 15. As they consist of time series of 3 days only, we
could not use the interpolation technique for obtainingthe
FIG. 13. As Fig. 12, but for the period 1988 I (open circles in
background and we compare the results with the back- Figs. 4-l 1). Mean scattering angle was 22.5” (June 2nd) and 24.5”
ground curves of the 1988 data. It is clear that the Venus (June 1st).
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Background
Wavelength
(nm>
402
441
481
542
622
712
791
850

Cl

CO

+59
+65
+76
+116
+131
+142
+72
+ll

TABLE III
Polarization

k 3
2 2
2 3
+, 3
+ 2
1 1
k 1
k 2

-13.3
-12.1
- 10.2
-7.7
-8.8
-8.5
-7.1
-6.5

Summary

c2

+ 0.9
t 0.7
+ 0.9
+_ 1.0
+ 0.5
+ 0.4
2 0.3
+ 0.6

-1.2
-0.7
-0.7
-0.1
-1.2
-2.3
-3.1
-3.4

c3

+ 0.3
* 0.2
+ 0.3
+_ 0.3
* 0.1
+ 0.1
+ 0.1
* 0.2

-0.04
+O.Ol
+0.04
+O.Ol
+0.03
+0.02
+0.02
+O.Ol

c4

+ 0.03
+ 0.02
* 0.03
+_ 0.03
+ 0.01
+ 0.01
f 0.01
If: 0.02

+0.024
+0.010
+0.007
-0.008
+0.004
+0.011
+0.027
+0.033

k
*
2
f
+
+
+
+

0.006
0.005
0.005
0.006
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.004

Note. Constants used in polynomial fits (curves in Figs. 4-l 1). The degree of polarization P as a function of scattering
angle 8 is P = 10m4[Co + Ci(8 - 25”) + C,( 8 - 25°)2 + C3(8 - 25°)3 + C,( 8 - 250)4].

6. DISCUSSION

Both sets of 1988 data show evidence of anomalous
polarization in the 22-25’ scattering angular range, but
only in the longer wavelengths of 622-850 nm. In the 1988
II time series, the anomaly shows up in a narrow range of
scattering angle, centered near 8 = 23”, and has a sign
consistent with that expected from a 22” ice halo. At
scattering angles between 22.4” and 24.8”, the 1988 I time
series taken 3 weeks earlier contains a similar anomaly at
the two longest wavelengths, but at 622 and 712 nm it
shows an anomaly of the opposite sign, i.e., contrary to
that expected from a 22’ ice halo. A feature similar to
that in 1988 II, though superposed on a background of a
different strength, is apparent in the 1985 data.
Although the anomalies are observed only in a narrow
scattering angle range, they cannot be unambiguously explained by a well-defined physical process like halo scattering. One reason is the occurrence of anomalies of opposite sign, suggesting that two independent mechanisms
are active. A further and more serious complicating factor
is that the Venus optical properties depend on the state
of its atmosphere, which is changing continuously. Even
when a dip recurs in different runs, it is not clear to what
extent its shape is determined by change of scattering
angle or alternatively by accidental fluctuations in opacity
which affect the visibility of the process generating the
anomaly. Changes of atmospheric state due to random
meteorology can cause differences in the appearance of
an anomaly in different runs, but for observations on
different sides of Venus there may also be a systematic
difference of unknown strength due to atmospheric features locked to the morning (1988 I) and evening terminator (1985, 1988 II); see Knollenberg et al. (1980). For a
feature showing up in one run only, like the reversed 622nm anomaly, it remains undecided whether it originated

from some process depending on scattering angle or just
from a temporary meteorological quirk.
Leaving this aside for the moment, what would be the
consequences of an explanation in terms of halo scattering? The type of the 1988 II anomaly (a dip) is in agreement
with that of the 22’ ice halo (Eqs. (3) and (6)), its small
angular width (~2”) agrees with that observed for terrestrial halos (Konnen and Tinbergen 1991) and the feature
recurs in different runs. However, its scattering angle is
about 1.5’ higher than that expected from halo scattering
by pure ice (see Fig. 12). Equation (2) implies that this
requires a shift of +0.02 in the index of refraction; see
also Fig. 1. Temperature effects are too small to account
for this (Hobbs 1974, Konnen and Tinbergen 1991). An
explanation for this shift could be contamination of the
ice crystals by H,SO,, which is known to be highly abundant in the Venus cloud droplets (Young 1973, Hansen
and Hovenier 1974, Knollenberg et al. 1980, Knollenberg
and Hunten 1980, Esposito et al. 1983). An ice-H2S04
m ixture with 12% weight percentage H,SO, produces the
correct index of refraction for the dip (Martens 1906). This
corresponds to 1 molecule of H,SO, in 40 molecules of
ice. Such m ixtures have melting points well above the
highest temperature in the atmospheric column above the
cloud tops of 240 K and they have been shown to be stable
with respect to splitting out ice (Giauque et al. 1960,
Ohtake 1993). No details about the optical properties of
these crystals are known; a laboratory investigation of
ice-H,SO, m ixtures is needed to see whether the birefringence remains large enough to produce a halo polarization
anomaly of significant magnitude.We note that the m ixture we consider is truly contaminated ice rather than
hydrated acid: the highest sulfuric acid hydrate observed in the laboratory is H,SO,.8H,O (Giauque et al.
1960).
Terrestrial halos are of a transient nature and the upper
Venus atmosphere is dynamic enough to expect a similar
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FIG. 14. Venus polarization P as a function of scattering angle 8 at X = 440 nm and 620 nm, as obtained in 1983 (different polarimeter and
telescope from 1988) and 1985 (same polarimeter and telescope as in 1988). Open circles are before inferior conjunction. Representative values of
the standard deviation are indicated. The curves are the background polarizations of the 1988 runs (Figs. 7, 10).

behavior. This holds particularly for the present situation
where the optical path through the atmosphere is at very
low elevations. Temporal fluctuations in the spatial crystal
density or preferential orientation and in the transparency
of the atmospheric layers above the crystals may account
for the observed large scatter in the points of anomalous
polarization. Whenever spatial detail is present, its motion
across terminator and limb, driven by the 4-day upperatmospheric rotation, is another source of temporal modulation on a time scale of hours.
Temporal variation of the dips on a longer time scale is
represented by the greater angular width of the 1988 I
dip (observed on the other side of Venus with changed
atmospheric conditions). As explanations one may invoke
a changed transparency of the atmosphere combined with
a vertical gradient in crystal contamination, or an increased broadening due to a smaller mean size of the
scattering crystals in the way described by Eqs. (3) and
(4). The gradient explanation (fits best, since the observed

steep wing of the 1988 I dip contradicts the other explanation and the amplitude of the dip does not decrease as the
dip broadens. At the 1988 I extension of the dip to 8 =
24.5”, the halo angle for pure ice is exceeded by about 3”
(Fig. 13), but a contamination of 28% weight percentage
H,SO, (1 molecule H,SO, in 14 molecules ice) would explain such a shift in halo angle. Because of vaporization,
more contamination may occur at the lower level of a
crystal layer and an increased transparency could expose
the more contaminated ice in the deeper atmospheric layers to a greater extent.
Since the broadening mechanism of Eqs. (3) and (4) has
been ruled out as the main cause of the observed width of
the dip, an exact value of the size of the scattering crystals
cannot be determined. However, the largest observed
width of about 3’ (1988 I; 850 nm) and Eq. (4) put a
lower limit of 10 pm on the slitwidth a. Hence a halo
interpretation of the dip requires a diameter of at least 25
pm for the hexagonal crystal face.
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FIG. 15. Venus polarization P as a function of scattering angle 8 at A = 480 nm and 790 nm, obtained in 1985 (same polarimeter and telescope
as in 1988). Representative values of the standard deviation are indicated. The anomalously large scatter in the points of the steep h = 790 nm
dip near 8 = 23” reflects rapid fluctuations of the Venus polarization signal. The curves are the background polarizations of the 1988 runs (Figs.
5, 9).

This raises the question from what atmospheric level
the signal originates. As pointed out to us by A.T. Young
(private communication), the effective scattering layer
(optical depth of order unity) is located well over the main
cloud tops for the large phase angles involved here. At
0 = 24”, the optical path through the Venus atmosphere
is at almost grazing incidence; in the equatorial region of
the crescent, the air-mass factor is about 5. Both the
UV and CO, absorption, whose wavelengths bracket our
observations, are about three times less than in the backward scattering configuration (0 = lSO”), so the air mass
in the low-incidence 8 = 24”light path is about three times
less than in a back-scattered light path (Young 1977). In
combination with the air-mass factor of 5 this implies that
there is 15 times less air in the column above the effective
scattering layer than in the case of 8 = 180”, where we see
the cloud tops at 65 km. This locates the layer at roughly
80 km, near the 170 K mesopausic temperature m inimum
of the Venus atmosphere, in the region of the upper haze.
In the terrestrial mesosphere, the atmospheric pressure
is not far from the saturation vapor pressure of ice, and
therefore the mesospheric noctilucent clouds are only
rarely formed. At Venus the much higher atmospheric
pressure creates better conditions for crystallization in
its mesosphere, provided that there is enough humidity.
Nevertheless, the particle size both in the Venus upper
haze and in its terrestrial analogue is believed to be in the
submicrometer range (Kawabata et al. 1980, Knollenberg
et al. 1980, Gadsden and Schroder 1989), which is two
orders of magnitude lower than the size required in the
halo interpretation. Like the terrestrial situation, the

Venus upper mesosphere seems to be characterized by
an active circulation (Limaye 1984) with strong vertical
motions, and the denser Venus atmosphere can lift much
larger particles. It is an open question whether there is
indeed a sufficiently long tail in the crystal size distribution
in the equatorial upper haze.
There is a more serious flaw in the halo interpretation.
Not only is the magnitude of the dip strongly wavelengthdependent, but this dependence contradicts that expected
for a halo: a halo birefringence peak should be stronger
at shorter rather than at longer wavelengths. Strongly
colored crystals would save the interpretation, but it is
difficult to understand why the crystals should be of a
deep-red color.
In summary, the nature of the dip cannot be identified
conclusively. Some of the properties of this recurring
feature are consistent with a halo explanation, but the
wavelength dependence is not. Intensity measurements
would have provided a clue to the solution of this problem,
since if the observed dip is a halo, it must be accompanied
by an increase in Venus intensity of at least 4% at 850 nm
(see Eq. (7)), but sufficiently accurate intensity measurements simultaneous with our polarization observations
are lacking.
Even if the interpretation of the polarization anomaly
as halo scattering is in the main correct, it explains only
part of the observed features. At least one other mechanism is needed to explain the 1988 I peak at 622 and 712
nm. Since this peak showed up in one time series only, it
seems to be a transient feature, either blocking or overcompensating the alleged halo dip; its nature remains a
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matter of speculation. The measurements indicate that
the time scale of this feature was somewhat smaller than
that of the dips, since the 712-nm measurements of
1988I suggest that the peak was followed by a very narrow
dip at 8 = 24”, possibly part of the otherwise obscured
dip at that wavelength, showing up when the anomalous
peak ceased.
Although the very nature of the time series excludes a
unique explanation of all the observed features, and even
the halo interpretation of the recurring dip is perhaps
debatable, it is beyond doubt that noteworthy effects are
happening in the Venus polarization, particularly at scattering angles near 23-25’. Full exploration requires evenly
distributed time series without the gaps caused by the
daily setting of Venus, information about the spatial distribution of the polarization, monitoring of the intensity at
one of the spots on Venus selected for the polarization
observations, and repetition of the measurements with a
higher frequency than that of inferior conjunctions. Measurements from Earth can never meet all these requirements and in fact one would be unlikely even to repeat
the quality of our 1988 II series, for which almost all
circumstances were optimal. The only extension worth
aiming for would be a time series of imaging polarimetry
at say 600 and 800 nm, using several telescopes to close
the gaps in the series, but even such a major campaign
would solve only part of the interpretation problems. Substantial improvement requires a high-angular-resolution
multiwavelength polarimeter on a Venus orbiter.
The present work used halo birefringence as diagnostic,
a method unexplored so far. Our measurements of the
polarization of terrestrial halos indicate the potential of
the method, even for a weakly birefringent species like
ice (Konnen and Tinbergen 1991, Konnen 1992). This
opens intriguing possibilities for the detection of birefringent crystals floating in the atmospheres of other planets
or their satellites (Whalley and McLaurin 1984) or perhaps
located on their solid surfaces (see a picture of W. Tape,
Plate 2-25 in Greenler 1980 for a terrestrial example). Solid
nitrogen, the ammonia hydrates, and sulfur dioxide are
among the species which may be detected by this method.
As a halo birefringence peak can be very narrow, polarimetry of high angular resolution is required. This requirement becomes increasingly significant when the planet is
far from the Sun and the birefringence is weak. For instance, for ice on Saturn or beyond, an angular resolution
of better than 0.05’ is required to resolve the halo anomaly
completely. Since halo scattering is only visible from the
far side of a planet, space probes will be needed for its
detection.
7. CONCLUSIONS

Fluctuations in the Venus polarization are detected with
time scales ranging from less than an hour to years. For
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one type of fluctuation, characterized by a decreased polarization lasting 1 or 2 days but occurring only at long
wavelengths, the most likely cause is Venus passing
through a scattering angle range with decreased polarization. A possible explanation is halo scattering by H,SO,contaminated ice crystals located in the Venus upper
haze, but the wavelength dependence of the magnitude of
the dip is difficult to understand and may argue for some
other mechanism. Superposed on the dip there are rapid
time fluctuations. As in the terrestrial situation, they seem
to be caused by transient atmospheric phenomena like
changes in the density in the cloud of scatterers or temporary blocking of the polarization anomaly due to movement of high-level atmospheric structures driven by the
strong atmospheric circulation. Venus meteorology is also
considered to be responsible for the fluctuating width of
the dip. After weeks or years the state of the atmosphere
has changed, and apart from that systematic differences
may exist for Venus morning and evening conditions. A
relatively small increase in the transparency above the
atmospheric layer containing the polarizing scatterers will
broaden a halo peak toward larger scattering angles whenever the degree of crystal contamination increases with
depth.
The last type of short-term polarization fluctuation identified is attributed to a transient atmospheric feature. It
was observed only once and showed up as 2 days of
increased polarization at intermediate wavelengths. Perhaps by chance it occurred simultaneously with the proposed halo dip visible at the longer wavelengths. Repeated
detection would be required to identify its physical nature.
Our observations show the potentials of halo polarimetry as a diagnostic for detecting birefringent crystals in
planetary atmospheres. Because of the sensitivity of the
method it does seem worthwhile to equip future outer
planetary missions and Earth remote-sensing satellites
with a polarimeter of high spatial resolution.
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